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Abstract—Correlation Filter (CF)-based tracking methods have
demonstrated excellent performance owing to their dense sample
strategy and computational efficiency. However, CF tracker
suffers from several drawbacks. First, the training samples are
generated by circulant rigid translation from a fixed viewpoint,
which results in less robustness against target appearance vari-
ation. Second, CF tracker derives its optimal solution based on
an image patch centered at the previous target position without
considering context information, which is prone to suboptimal
solutions. Lastly, the CF-based tracker cannot handle model
degradation resulting from false updating and error accumula-
tion. In this paper, we propose a new tracking method based on
two calibrated Kinect sensors. We exploit target appearance from
two perspectives and the background context to reformulate a CF
tracker that is robust to target appearance variation in the track-
ing process. Meanwhile, our tracker can maximize the margin
between target and background in a unified CF framework. To
prevent tracking model degradation resulting from false updating,
we propose an adaptive model update strategy by exploiting
the response distribution and prior tracking result. Extensive
experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness and robustness
of the proposed method against state-of-the-art tracking methods.

Keywords—object tracking, RGB-D, correlation filter, calibration,
appearance model.

I. INTRODUCTION

Object tracking is a subject of increasing focus in the
computer vision research; it has a variety of applications,
such as human-robot interactions, video surveillance, traffic
monitoring, smart robotics, and navigation. Despite the many
excellent tracking algorithms that have been proposed in recent
decades, robust and accurate tracking remains a challenging
task due to background clutter, in-plane/out-of-plane rotation,
deformation, occlusion and illumination variation et al.

Current trackers mainly focus on designing a robust ob-
servation model [1], [2], [3], [4], [5] or exploiting more
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discriminative feature representation [6], [7], [8], [9] to further
improve tracking performance. Inspired by matrix theory and
computational efficiency in the Fourier domain, correlation
filter (CF) and its extended versions [9], [10] have achieved
significant improvement both in tracking precision and ef-
ficiency. The success of CF-based trackers is based on the
exploitation of dense samples with a circulant matrix. Hand-
crafted features such as Color Names (CN) [11] and spatial
color appearance model [12] also obtain competitive tracking
results. Compared with the deficiency of hand-crafted features,
convolution neural networks (CNN) [13], [14] encodes high-
level semantic information and demonstrates state-of-the-art
tracking results. However, the convolution feature suffers from
dimension defects and a heavy computational load.

Although recent trackers have achieved significant advances,
there are still certain shortcomings. First, current tracking
methods mainly rely on the annotation of the initial frame
to build the target appearance model. For example, the ex-
haustive dense sampling strategy in the CF tracker generates
thousands of training samples, but the internal appearance
structure of these samples remain unchanged. The trained
correlation filter is not discriminative enough for target non-
grid deformation, viewpoint changing and severe rotation.
Assume that a target encounters large appearance variation due
to deformation in adjacent frames. Since the tracker does not
have enough discriminating ability for the deformed target, it
would leads to inaccurate tracking results, false updating and
model degradation. Second, the background context around the
target is not fully exploited. Background information is very
important in building robust trackers [15], [16], in particular
in a cluttered background environment. Moreover, the model
update based on inaccurate tracking results undermines the
model discriminative ability. Another deficiency of current
trackers is the poor ability in recovering targets from drifting.
Most trackers rely on the images from one camera and lack
supervision information when the target is occluded or has
disappeared. The most widely used strategy is to search for
the target globally; however, this recovery method is prone to
false detection, in particular in the case of multiple similar
targets and background clutter.

To remedy the above issues, this paper proposes utilizing
two Kinect sensors to perform robust object tracking within
the tracking-by-detection framework. In addition, we calibrate
the two Kinect with depth supervision, and the target in
the 3D world can transform from one coordinate to another.
The tracking method can be decomposed into two modules:
modeling the target appearance from two different perspec-
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tives; and performing robust tracking with the complementary
information from two calibrated cameras in the full scene.
Contrary to monocular camera-based tracking frameworks,
which only build the target appearance from one perspec-
tive, we propose multi-view target representations to train a
more discriminative correlation filter. To maximize the margin
between the target patch and background, we integrate the
context information into a correlation filter framework inspired
by [15]. Specifically, we encode both target appearance and
background information in our tracker, which aims to build a
robust CF against changes in the distractor and background
clutter. To overcome the deficiency of model degradation
resulting from inaccurate updating and error accumulation, we
propose an adaptive update strategy by exploring the target
response distribution. Moreover, with the calibration parame-
ters between the two Kinect, our tracking method can achieve
target recovery from drifting and tracking across cameras.

The proposed tracker method named multiple perspectives
CA-DCF, which is an improvement version of CA-DCF.
Specifically, our improvements can be summarized as three
aspects:

a) In the training stage, the inputs of our proposed tracker
including 3 sections, 1 background patch and 2 foreground
patches (target located in the center of patch), besides, multiple
perspective information are correlated by camera calibration.
The background patch is supervised by zero-matrix, and the
2 foreground matrixes are supervised by Gaussian-matrix.
The innovation makes sure our tracker could model target
appearance from different camera perspectives;

b) In addition, existing CFs take advantage of the limited
background information to train a tracker, the cosine window
operator would further limit the the influence of background
information on the model. In other words, existing CFs can
only encourage the response values of targets, while ignoring
background response suppression;

c) Our proposed method provide a framework to extend CA-
DCF to more perspectives, which is discussed in section VI.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
provides a brief summary about related work. Section III
describes the formulation on how to model the target appear-
ance. The proposed full scene tracking strategy is illustrated in
Section IV. Experiments are described in Section V, followed
by discussion in Section VI and the conclusion in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

CF-based trackers: Correlation filter-based tracking meth-
ods have achieved great success owing to the dense sampling
and efficiency computation in the Fourier domain. By exploit-
ing the property of the circulant matrix and fast computation
in the Fourier domain, CF trackers improve the tracking speed
by a large margin in both the training and updating process. In
[17], Bolme et al. propose learning a filter by Minimize Output
Sum of Squared Error (MOSSE) with intensity features, which
is the first attempt to perform object tracking by exploiting
a circulant matrix. Thereafter, a variety of extensive tracking
methods were developed based on MOSSE. Henriques et al.
[18] proposed modeling a tracker by introducing correlation

filter and ridge regression with kernel trick. In [2], Henriques
et al. further extended the CF tracker from one feature channel
to multiple channels. Danelljan et al.[19] proposed a scale
adaptive CF tracker to perform object tracking in multi-scale
space, and Li et al. [20] extended it to a build-in scale adaptive
tracker by fine-tuning the CF weight in the training process.
In [9], Danelljan et al. improved the tracking performance
significantly by introducing spatial regularization to suppress
the boundary effect. In [10], Danelljan et al. proposed an im-
plicit interpolation model to reformulate the learning problem
in the continuous spatial domain and further improve tracking
speed in the tracker [21]. Recently, Mueller et al.[15] employed
target patch and context information to train a discriminative
correlation filter tracker.

Exploiting background: Several recent works exploited
the context information around target patches to train a more
discriminative model. Dinh et al. [22] propose exploiting the
distractor and supporter context by a sequential randomized
forest to handle the challenge of background clutter. In [23],
Zhang et al. model the relationship between the target and
local context within the Bayesian framework. However, it
cannot handle the distractor from the background clutter in
the case of occlusion. In [7], Zhang et al. propose a con-
volution tracker without training to encode the target and
background appearance in separate convolution kernels, but
this method suffers from poor generalization, and it does not
show sufficient discrimination between similar appearances in
the target and background. Chan et al. propose combining
the background cell and key-points in [24] to build robust
target representation to handle target appearance variation. In
[25], target background information in the spatial and temporal
domain are considered to enhance the discriminative ability
of the classifier for multiple target tracking. The proposed
tracking method in this paper is related to [15], which inte-
grates the background context into the correlation filter (CA-
DCF) to train a robust tracker and derive its closed-form
solution. Despite maximizing the margin between the target
and background, CA-DCF does not effectively adapt to internal
target appearance variation, and this method still suffers from
model degradation and target drift.

Tracking across camera: Precise object tracking across
multiple cameras is not fully explored. A person tracking
method across multiple calibrated cameras is proposed in [26];
however, it does not perform effective information fusion in the
detection stage. In [27], Nummiaro et al. present a multi-view
tracker in a smart room; unfortunately, this tracker performs
tracking by searching for the best view instead of fusing the
two-perspective information into one formulation.

III. MULTI-PERSPECTIVE CONTEXT AWARE DCF

The proposed multi-perspective tracker is derived from a
traditional discriminative correlation filter tracker and context-
aware DCF. In this section, we first introduce DCF and CA-
DCF and then derive our proposed method.
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A. Discriminative correlation filters and context-aware corre-
lation filter

Existing CF-based tracking methods are developed from
linear ridge regression. One of the advantages of ridge re-
gression is that it allows a closed-form solution, as well
as its discriminative ability. The formulation of linear ridge
regression is to find a set of weight parameters w, which can
minimize the square error over training sample feature vector
xi and the corresponding regression label yi.

min
w

∑
i

‖wT xi − yi‖2 + λ‖w‖2 (1)

where i represents the training sample indicator and λ is a
regularization parameter that is used to avoid over-fitting. As
mentioned in [28], the optimization formulation in Eq. 1 owns
a closed-form solution as Eq. 2

w = (XT X + λI)−1XT y (2)

where the matrix X stands for training samples and each row
of X corresponds to one sample vector xi, and y is the sample
label. I is a diagonal matrix in which all the diagonal elements
are set to 1.

Contrary to the object detection task where the object to be
detected is known in advance, we exploit a public dataset to
learn w. The object tracking task is posed as a learning problem
with only one positive sample, and the real-time requirement
is essential. To overcome the lack of training samples, CF-
based trackers exploit the circulant matrices to perform sample
augmentation. Specifically, let a vector with n× 1 dimensions
denote the object patch x to be tracked, which is also referred
to as the base sample. We obtain a new training sample by
multiplying a cyclic shift operator P,

P =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

0 0 1 · · · 1
1 0 0 · · · 0
0 1 0 · · · 0
...

...
. . . . . .

...
0 0 0 1 0

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(3)

A total of n training samples X = [P 0x, P 1x, · · · , Pn−1x]T

are generated. Each row of X corresponds to one sample xi.

X =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

x1 x2 x3 · · · xn
xn x1 x2 · · · xn−1
xn−1 xn x1 · · · xn−2

...
...

. . . . . .
...

x2 x3 x4 · · · x1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(4)

X is a circulate matrix, and some of its properties [29] [30] are
very useful for obtaining X efficiently from the base sample
x. The most amazing one is that all circulant matrices can be
diagonalized by the discrete Fourier transform as in Eq. 5.{

X = Fdiag(x̂)FH

XT = Fdiag(x̂∗)FH (5)

where F denotes the DFT matrix, which is independent of x.
The x̂ is the discrete Fourier transform of the base sample

vector x, x̂ = F(x) =
√
nFx. Let FH be the Hermitian

transpose of X, FH = (F∗)T , and the operator corresponds to
the transpose of the real-value matrix. x̂∗ denotes the conjugate
of x. Using the circulant matrix property in Eq. 5, we can
diagonalize XHX as

XT X = Fdiag(x̂∗)FHFdiag(x̂)FH (6)

where FHF = I, and the product of matrix XT X can be
rewritten as Eq. 7.

XT X = Fdiag(x̂∗ � x̂)FH (7)

By diagonalizing the matrix, we can compute the matrix
inverse efficiently. To further simplify the expression in Eq. 2,
we can obtain the closed-form solution of Eq. 1 in the Fourier
domain by multiplying FH on both sides of the equation Eq.
2.

ŵ = diag(
x̂∗

x̂∗ � x̂ + λ
)ŷ (8)

Contrary to classical DCF trackers, CA-DCF uses target
patch a0 ∈ Rn with Gaussian supervision and contextual patch
ai ∈ Rn, i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , k} with negative supervision to learn
a correlation filter jointly. The tracking task is reformulated as

min
w
‖A0w− y‖2 + λ1‖w‖2 + λ2

k∑
i=1

‖Aiw‖2 (9)

where A0 ∈ Rn×n and Ai ∈ Rn×n correspond to the
circulant matrices of base sample a0 and contextual sample
ai, respectively. As in Eq. 4, λ1 is a regularization term
to avoid model over-fitting, and λ2 is a trade-off term to
control the contribution of Ai to the energy function in Eq.
9. In the learning stage, the target patch is supervised by a
Gaussian supervision label matrix and the contextual patches
are supervised by a negative label matrix.

The first and third terms of the objective function in Eq. 9
can be merged to ‖Bw−ȳ‖2, in which B and the corresponding
label y are obtained by stacking the target and contextual
patches together as in Eq. 10.{

B = [A0,
√
λ2A1, · · · ,

√
λ2Ak]T

ȳ = [y, 0, · · · , 0]
(10)

The optimization of Eq. 9 remains a convex problem as Eq.
1 and therefore has a closed-form solution both in the spatial
domain and Fourier domain.

w = (BT B + λ1I)−1BT ȳ (11)

ŵ =
â∗0 � ˆ̄y

â∗0 � â0 + λ1 + λ2
∑k

i=1 â∗i � âi

(12)

The solution α in the dual domain is the same as the linear
standard ridge regression given by [28].

α = (BBT + λ1I)−1ȳ (13)

where α ∈ R(k+1)n is a one-dimension vector, which can be
considered as the weighed sum of each sample representation.
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Fig. 1: Pipeline of the proposed MCF-CA tracker

B. Learning multiple perspectives CA-DCF
The context aware correlation filter tracker mainly focuses

on designing a filter to maximize the margin between the
target and contextual background, which achieves state-of-the-
art performance while maintaining a high frame rate. However,
CA-DCF cannot handle the internal target appearance variation
caused by sudden in-plain or out-of-plain rotation, occlusion,
and shape variation et al. In this paper, we propose a more
robust correlation filter tracker based on multiple perspective
target representations; the focus is on designing a filter to
maximize the margin between target and background while
also being robust to target appearance variance. The proposed
multiple perspective CA-DCF tracker is named the MCF-CA
tracker, and its pipeline is shown in Fig. 1.

To enhance the robustness of the correlation filter in han-
dling object appearance variation, we employ two calibrated
Kinect sensors to capture the target appearance from different
perspectives. The two initial target patches a0, b0 are unified
into one coordinate system and annotated manually, the cor-
responding circulant matrixes [A0, B0]T are used as training
samples supervised by the Gaussian distribution label. We then
sample k contextual background patches around ai and bi as
negative samples, and the corresponding circulant matrixes are
denoted as Ai ∈ R(n×n), i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , k}. We reformulate
the regression problem of Eq. 9 to Eq. 14, which encodes
multiple perspective target representations into one correlation
filter model.

min
w
‖A0w− y‖2 + ‖B0w− y‖2

+ λ1‖w‖2 + λ2

k∑
i=1

‖Ciw‖2
(14)

where A0 and B0 represent a target circulant matrix from
different perspectives and Ci denotes a circulant matrix of
contextual background patches. λ1 is a regularization term to
prevent over-fitting, and λ2 is a trade-off parameter to control
the contribution of target patches and contextual patches.

The regression formulation can be rewritten in a new form
as Eq. 15

min
w
‖Dw− ȳ‖2 + λ1‖w‖2 (15)

where {
D =

[
A0,B0,

√
λ2C1, · · · ,

√
λ2Ck

]T
ȳ = [y, y, 0, · · · , 0]T

As mentioned in [28], the problem of Eq. 15 is convex. It
is easy to derive its closed-form solution in a primal domain
(see Eq. 16) by setting its gradient function to 0.

w = (DT D + λ1I)−1DT ȳ (16)

where

DT D = AT
0 A0 + BT

0 B0 + λ2CT
1 C1 + · · ·+ λ2CT

k Ck

= AT
0 A0 + BT

0 B0 + λ2

k∑
i=1

CT
i Ci

= Fdiag(â∗0 � â0 + b̂
∗
0 � b̂0 + λ2

k∑
i=1

ĉ∗i � ĉi)FH

(17)

and
DT ȳ = AT

0 y + BT
0 y

= Fdiag(â∗0 � ŷ + b̂
∗
0 � ŷ)FH

(18)

We then can derive the final closed-form solution ŵ in the
Fourier domain

ŵ =
â∗0 � ŷ + b̂

∗
0 � ŷ

â∗0 � â0 + b̂
∗
0 � b̂0 + λ2

∑k
i=1 ĉ∗i � ĉi + λ1

(19)

As indicated in [2], we introduce the Dot-product kernel (or
linear kernel), and we can obtain α ∈ Rk+2n, which stands
for the solution of Eq. 14 in Dual space.

α = (DDT + λ1I)−1ȳ (20)
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where

DDT =


A0

B0√
λ2C0

...√
λ2Ck

 [AT
0 BT

0

√
λ2CT

0 · · ·
√
λ2CT

k

]

=


A0AT

0 A0BT
0

√
λ2A0CT

1 · · ·
√
λ2A0CT

k

B0AT
0 B0BT

0

√
λ2B0CT

1 · · ·
√
λ2B0CT

k√
λ2C1AT

0

√
λ2C1BT

0 λ2C1CT
1 · · · λ2C1CT

k
...

...
...

. . .
...√

λ2CkAT
0

√
λ2CkBT

0 λ2CkCT
1 · · · λ2CkCT

k


(21)

Since all blocks in Eq. 21 can be diagonalized by Eq. 5, the
inverse matrix of (DDT + λ1I) can be achieved easily using
the property of diagonal matrices. By substituting Eq. 5 for
Eq. 20, the Dual solution in the Fourier domain can be written
as Eq. 22.

α̂ =

[
d11 d12

d21 d22

]−1
ˆ̄y (22)

where

d11 =

[
â0 � â∗

0, â0 � b̂
∗
0

b̂0 � â∗
0, b̂0 � b̂

∗
0

]
+ λ1, d12 =

√
λ2

[
â0 � ĉ∗1, · · · , â0 � ĉ∗1
b̂0 � ĉ∗1, · · · , b̂0 � ĉ∗k

]

d21 =
√
λ2

ĉ1 � â∗
0, ĉ1 � b̂

∗
0

...
...

ĉk � â∗
0, ĉ1 � b̂

∗
0

 , d22 =

ĉ1 � ĉ∗1, · · · , ĉ1 � ĉ∗k
...

. . .
...

ĉk � â∗
1, · · · ĉk � ĉ∗k

+ λ1

(23)
In addition, the solution in Dual space can be extended to

the nonlinear domain by introducing kernel trick, e.g., Radial
Basis Function (RBF) , linear, polynomial, intersection, χ2,
Hellinger kernel, et al.

IV. FULL SCENE OBJECT TRACKING ACROSS CAMERAS

In this section, we mainly focus on introducing the proposed
object tracking method across two cameras. Unlike traditional
tracking frameworks based on a single perspective, our method
can overcome the challenge of target occlusion and sudden
appearance variation in the tracking process. When the tracked
target disappears from one perspective due to occlusion or
camera imaging area limitation, we can perform tracking
by the image provided from another imaging perspective.
Moreover, as described in Section III, the trained correlation
is more robust in handling object appearance variation and
interference from background clutter.

However, due to the fact that two cameras track the target
simultaneously, it will increase the possibility of target drift
and tracking failure without effective cooperation. In order to
remedy the deficiency, we propose a novel tracking strategy
across cameras. The main advantage of our method is that
we can compute the corresponding target location precisely
from one perspective to another by cooperating calibration and
depth supervision. Meanwhile, the complementary information
is used in tracking process to capture target drifting and
occlusion. The following parts of this section will detail how

to determine the geometric relationship of the two cameras
with the help of depth information and how to perform robust
tracking across cameras in a full scene environment.

A. Constrains with depth information
The relative position of two Kinects is calibrated via

minimizing the following equation.

min
R,T
‖RP1 + T − P2‖ (24)

where P1 and P2 represent image corners detected from the
RGB sensors of top Kinect and middle Kinect, respectively.
R and T are the rotation matrix and translation matrix for
the coordinate transform between the two sensors. Due to the
sensor hardware limitation, some of the detected corners might
not contain depth information. We discard those points where
the depth information is missing and employ the ICP [31]
algorithm to optimize R and T . Fig. 2 shows an illustration
of the detected corners in two views.

Once the sensors have been calibrated, we are able to
transform the object’s coordinate from one sensor to another
sensor via the following equation

uc−uo

Xc
= vc−vo

Yc
= f

Zc

P = (X,Y, Z)
Pt = RP0 + T

(25)

where (uc, vc) represents the position of detected corners in
RGB images; (Pt, Po) represents the recovered 3D coordinate
in the target world coordinate and Kinect local coordinate.

B. Robust tracking across cameras
Based on the calibration of the two Kinects, we can accu-

rately obtain the projection transformation of the two cameras
in the same 3D coordinate system. Let P1(x, y) denote a
point in image I1 captured by Kinect1 and P2(x, y) denote
a point obtained from Kinect2. The projection from P1(x, y)
to P2(x, y) can be simplified as Eq. 26.

P2 = Γ (P1) (26)

where Γ (∗) represents the projection function between two
Kinect coordinate systems.

To describe the tracking method in detail, we divide the
proposed tracking strategy into two cases: tracking in overlap
areas and tracking in non-overlap areas. Overlap area refers
to the space that can be captured by both cameras, and non-
overlap area means that the space can only be captured either
by Kinect1 or Kinect2. When a new frame arrives, we crop
the arrived RGB images and denote them as I1(t+1) and I2(t+1)
corresponding to the Region of Interest (ROI) of Kinect1 and
Kinect2, respectively. We first transform them to the Fourier
domain Î1(t+1) = F(I1(t+1)) and Î2(t+1) = F(I2(t+1)), and then
the responses of I1(t+1) and I2(t+1) can be computed efficiently
by {

R1
(t+1) = F−1(Î1(t+1) � ŵ)

R2
(t+1) = F−1(Î2(t+1) � ŵ)

(27)
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Fig. 2: Illustration of the detected corners in two views. We calibrate each Kinect by a chessboard, and the circle markers denote
the detected corner points with depth information.

Fig. 3: Comparison of target response map when occlusion occurs. The two video sequences are selected from OTB-100, the
first row shows images with tracked rectangle boxes, and the second row shows the corresponding response map. It is obvious
that there is a large margin of target response when occlusion occurs.

where F−1 denotes the inverse of the discrete Fourier trans-
formation.

By exploiting multiple perspective imaging, it is possible to
achieve robust tracking under the challenge of severe and total
target occlusion. Most existing single camera-based tracking
methods perform model updating frame-by-frame without con-
sidering the precision of the tracking result, which results in
model degradation by the false update and error accumulation.
The proposed method can handle the problem effectively. We
first estimate which target perspective is occluded by exploiting
the target response distribution and then perform adaptive
model updating based on the occlusion coefficient to avoid
model degradation.

As shown in Fig. 3, when the tracked target is occluded,
the peak value of the target response map decreases as well as
resulting in a multi-peak response distribution. Inspired by the

observation, we can estimate whether the target is occluded by
monitoring the occlusion coefficient occ, which is determined
by the peak-value and the distribution of the response map
jointly.

occ = λ1|
rt+1 − rt

rt
|+ λ2 exp[−ϕ(rt+1, d)] (28)

where rt represents the peak value of the target response map
and ϕ(rt, d) stands for the standard response deviation in a
circular space with radius d. The first item on the right hand of
Eq. 28 is used to measure the peak-value variation of adjacent
frames, and the second term is to quantify the response
distribution. The occ at frame t for Kinect1 is computed using
the sample of Kinect1 at the t-th frame and the samples of
Kinect2 at frame t-1. When the occ of two perspectives are
all within the range of [0, τ ], the tracking result is determined
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jointly by the results of two perspective images. When occ is
greater than threshold τ , we consider the tracking result to be
unreliable and use the last reliable frame (occ < τ ) of this
perspective to update the model. Meanwhile, the other camera
from a different perspective continues to perform tracking,
and the tracked location is projected to the occluded camera
to compute its response and occ. The tracking function is
recovered when the occ is within an expected range.

There are two issues involved in achieving robust tracking in
non-overlap areas across two cameras. One is how to capture
the target appearance and keep the discriminative ability of the
tracking model over time when the target is out of the camera
view. Another is how to determine the target position as it
re-occurs. Contrary to the object detection task that encodes
target appearance variation in the pre-trained model, only the
first annotated frame and the tracking results of past frames can
be used to model the target appearance in the tracking task. To
keep the discriminative ability of the tracking model over time
during target absence, we record the target representation at
this perspective and use it as a freezing term in the correlation
filter learning process. One advantage of this updating strategy
is that it can ensure the discriminative ability for the missing
target appearance when it re-occurs.

Algorithm 1 The proposed tracking algorithm

Require:
1: Image sequences from view 1 and view 2, calibrate them

to the same coordinate using Eq. 24;
2: Annotate the target to be tracked in image from view 1

and project the annotation to view 2;
3: Sample the target background patches from two view

images as negative samples.
Ensure:

4: Extract target feature representation A0 and the corre-
sponding background feature representation B0 from two
perspective cameras;

5: Build multiple perspectives CF tracker based on Eq. 14,
and derive its closed-form solution by Eq. 19;

6: for j = 2; j ≤ N ; j + +; do
7: Perform object tracking and obtain the response map

R1 and R2 in Eq. 27;
8: In overlap area, compute occlusion coefficient occ of

each image from two perspective cameras.
9: if occ < τ then

10: Update tracking model in a low-pass filtering method;
11: else
12: Use the previous tracking result with occ < τ to

update model;
13: end if
14: In non-overlap area, update the tracking model by

freezing the missing perspective target samples;
15: end for

TABLE I: The detailed information of our datasets. Each video
includes 4 sets of image sequences (2 RGB sequences and 2
Depth sequences), and the tracking challenges of each dataset
are marked by ”

√
” and otherwise by ”×”.

Sequence Frames OCC OPR IPR OV BC DEF SV

Balloon 2166
√ √ √ √ √ √

×

Bear 2133
√

×
√ √ √

×
√

Bear2 3171
√ √ √

×
√ √ √

Box 1541 ×
√ √

×
√ √

×

Dog 1195
√ √

×
√ √ √ √

Dog2 2004
√ √ √

×
√ √ √

Wolf 1686 ×
√

×
√ √ √ √

Wolf2 1747
√ √ √ √ √

×
√

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Datasets

To validate the effectiveness of our proposed tracking
method, a dataset including 8 pairs of video sequences is
built by two Kinect sensors. Both RGB and Depth channels
from Kinect sensors are recorded and calibrated to the same
coordinate system. We annotate the target position frame by
frame using a rectangle, and then the annotated results are
projected to the Depth channel from the RGB image. The
manual annotations are treated as the ground-truth to evaluate
the performance. Each of the recorded video sequences faces
at least 3 tracking challenges such as occlusion (OCC), out-
of-plane rotation (OPR), in-plane rotation (IPR), out-of-view
(OV), background clutter (BC), deformation (DEF), and scale
variation (SV). The number of frames of each video sequence
differs from one to another. Details of each video are summa-
rized in Table. I, and some of the frames are illustrated in Fig.
4.

B. Experimental setting

The features used to train our tracker are a combination
of Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) [32] and Color
Names[11], which have demonstrated great success in en-
coding object appearance. In order to capture the appearance
variation of a target from different perspectives, as well as
tracking the target in large scenes, two Kinect sensors are
placed in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively.
We then calibrate them to the same coordinate system. The
regularization terms {λ1, λ2} in Eq. 14 are set to 0.5 and
2.5, respectively. The occlusion threshold τ is set to 0.25. We
use four context patches around the previous target location
to encode background information, and a total of 8 context
patches from two cameras are employed to compute the
discriminative tracking model every frame. The learning rate
in the model update strategy is set to 0.01.

We compare our tracking method with some state-of-the-
art trackers proposed in recent years; some of them utilize
background and context information to build a robust tracking
model such as CNT [33] and CA-DCF [15]. Some trackers
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Fig. 4: Demonstration of 4 pairs video sequences in our datasets.

Fig. 5: Success rates and precision rates comparison. The performance of each tracker is ranked based on the AUC area.
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used for comparison are selected based on the excellent
performance in public tracking datasets OTB-100 [34] and
VOT challenges, which includes SiamFC [8], CFNet [35],
HDT [36], SRDCF [9], DeepSRDCF [37], Struck [1], ECO
[21], FCNT [38], and KCF [2], in which [8], [36], [21], [38]
are based on high-level deep convolution features. Considering
the compared trackers are proposed to track objects from a
single camera, the best tracking result of the two perspectives
is considered the final tracking result.

Two tracking evaluation metrics, success rate and precision
rate proposed in [39] are employed with one-pass evaluation
(OPE). The success rate measures the intersection over union
(IoU) between the ground truth and tracking results that is
greater than a given threshold (0.50), and Area Under the
Curve (AUC) of success plots is used to rank the trackers.
The precision rate is defined as the distance error between the
estimated target center and the ground-truth, and the tracker is
ranked in terms of the distance error at a threshold of 20 pixels.
The proposed tracking method is summarized in Algorithm 1.

C. Empirical results
Fig. 5 shows the evaluation results of our proposed tracker

and compared trackers. The ranked AUC precision scores are
reported on the legend of success and precision plot. Compared
with all the other trackers, our tracker ranks first place in the
precision plot with a large margin, followed by HDT(3.6%),
CFNet(7.1%), DeepSRDCF(8.5%), and ECO(8.5%). It should
be noted that the 2nd best to 5th best trackers in the precision
plots are all tracking with deep convolution features. For
example, the HDT tracker utilizes convolution features from
5 layers to train multiple correlation filters. A hedge update
strategy is employed to determine the contribution of each
CF tracker to the target final response map dynamically.
However, HDT cannot integrate the background feature to train
the correlation filter, which makes it sensitive to background
disturbance. In addition, owing to the fact that HDT employs
features from multiple layers, the computational complexity
increases exponentially with the feature dimension and runs at
2-3 frames per second. The 3rd best tracker CFNet is currently
the state-of-the-art tracker that formulates the correlation filter
as an independent layer in the convolution neural network.
However, it cannot build a robust CF tracker without taking
multi-view target appearance variation into account. In ad-
dition, our tracker is similar to Staple CA and SAMF CA
trackers; both treat the context around the target as negative
samples to train the CF. Our tracker surpasses Staple CA by
a margin of 10.9% in the precision plot in our dataset.

As for the success plot, our tracker still achieves the
highest success rate over the other trackers. More particularly,
DeepSRDCF and ECO tracker obtain 2nd place with a margin
of 2.6%, followed by CFNet(2.8%) and SRDCF(4.3%). The
results demonstrate that multiple perspective target supervision
plays an important role in training a more discriminative CF
tracker. Based on the evaluation in Fig. 5, we can conclude
that the performance of trackers based on convolution features
is less efficient than our proposed hand-crafted based tracker.

TABLE II: Evaluation of precision rate and success rate with
different occlusion threshold τ

Evaluation 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.3 0.35 +inf

Precision rate 0.861 0.871 0.887 0.891 0.890 0.882 0.869

Success rate 0.629 0.636 0.643 0.649 0.647 0.633 0.630

This is mainly because that monocular perspective appearance
model has reached saturation, in particular for the correlation
filter, and the discriminative ability of CF is limited by the
input information. It is a valid strategy to further improve the
CF tracker performance by integrating more target cues.

In addition, the average length of our video sequences
is 2∼4 times longer than the OTB-50/OTB-100 benchmark,
which is challenging for current trackers because a long-term
video sequence means more errors would accumulate, making
them prone to model degradation. In contrast, by introducing
the occlusion coefficient and on/off update mechanism, our
method is capable of preventing model degradation and per-
forming long-term tracking.

D. Effectiveness of camera cooperation
To further improve tracking robustness, we propose an

on/off tracker update strategy. More particularly, we compute
the occlusion coefficient occ of each camera based on its
target response map. When the occ surpasses a pre-specified
threshold τ , we consider the camera to be occluded and stop
model updating. This strategy can effectively prevent model
degradation and error accumulation resulting from false model
updating, which is especially important for long-term tracking
tasks.

In Table II, we present the tracking results with different
update thresholds τ . The τ ranges from 0.10 to positive infinity
(+inf ). τ = +inf indicates that our tracking model updates
frame-by-frame when the target is within camera view. From
Table II, we can conclude that the proposed model update
strategy is important for preventing model degradation. The
precision rate dropped by 3% and 2.2% as τ ranged from 0.1
to +inf . Meanwhile, the success rate is not as sensitive as the
precision rate to τ , and it increased by 1.9% when τ was set to
0.25 compared with update tracking every frame (τ = +inf ).

E. Qualitative analysis
In this section, we visualize some tracking results of the

proposed tracker and compared trackers. As shown in Fig. 6,
we plot the tracking results of all trackers and groundtruth on
original video sequences. The greed rectangle represents the
annotated groundtruth, and the red rectangle stands for our
tracking result. Results of other trackers are described in the
legend at the bottom of Fig. 6.

For the Balloon sequence, our tracker predicts object po-
sition precisely over the whole sequence. The SAMP CA
and STAPLE CA tracker are both based on the context-
aware correlation filter; they perform well before the first
1200 frames, and after that, the tracking model begins to
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Fig. 6: Tracking comparison of the proposed tracker with the state-of-the-art trackers

degenerate rapidly because of error accumulation and false
model updating. This situation also occurs in the Wolf2 and
Dog2 sequence from frames 716 and 687, respectively. Our
tracker is an improved version of the context-aware tracker
[15]; we build more robust target appearance from multiple
perspective cameras to enhance model discriminative ability,
and the on/off update mechanism is used to prevent model
degradation in long-term tracking. We also note that ECO
tracker estimates target position accurately, in particular in the
Wolf2 sequence; it employs CNN, HOG and Color Names
(CN) as the target appearance model, as well as factorized
convolution operator to prevent over-fitting. However, ECO
tracker suffers from false updating (as shown in frame 1600
of Balloon sequence). The target drifts when it experiences
background disturbance. Compared with constitutional feature-
based trackers such as DeepSRDCF, FCNT, HDT, SiamFC
and CFNet, which are computationally intensive and suffer
from low tracking efficiency, the proposed multiple perspective
target appearance model is more effective than high-level
convolution features in the tracking task, as well as achieving
a high tracking speed at 21.5 fps without using GPU (Graphics
Processing Unit) acceleration. The comparison results are illus-
trated in Table III, and those methods with superscript ∗ runs
with GPU acceleration. We can draw the conclusion that the
proposed multiple perspective tracking method achieves a near
real-time running speed. The proposed method aims to model
robust target appearance, which is very important for tracking
tasks with complex environment, background clutter, large
appearance variation as well as long-term tracking challenges.

VI. DISCUSSION
Our proposed tracking model can be easily extended to three

or more camera perspectives to model target appearance. The

TABLE III: Speed comparison between different tracking
methods

Tracker Ours DeepSRDCF∗ SiamFC∗ SAMF CA∗ Staple CA∗

FPS(s−1) 21.5 3.5 37 9 19

Tracker HDT∗ FCNT∗ Struck SRDCF ECO∗

FPS(s−1) 7 2.5 14 4 38

solution of multi-perspective context-aware correlation filter is
derived as

ŵ =

∑k1

i=1 â∗i � ŷ∑k1

i=1 â∗i � âi + λ2
∑k2

j=1 b̂
∗
j � b̂j + λ1

(29)

One limitation of extending our two-perspective target appear-
ance model to three or more perspectives is the calibration
accuracy of the multi-camera. If three or more cameras are
introduced into out tracking system, we need to calibrate them
to the same coordinate system accurately, which is a very
challenging task. Meanwhile, the depth of Kinect sensors
would interfere with each other. Taking calibration error,
sensor interference and computational load into account, it is
appropriate to build an accurate and real-time tracking system
with a two-perspective target appearance.

VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a novel object tracking method

based on two Kinect sensors. By exploiting the target appear-
ance from two perspectives and the contextual background, we
derive a closed-form correlation filter that is robust to target
appearance variation, as well as discriminative of background
distractors. With the constrains of Depth information, we
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calibrate the two Kinects to the same 3D coordinate system,
which makes it possible to recover the target from drifting.
Moreover, with the complementary information of the two
cameras, we propose a new model update strategy to prevent
model degradation resulting from inaccurate tracking and error
accumulation. To adapt to target appearance variation (back-
ground, scale, et al.) during target absence from one camera,
we propose using the previous tracking result to approximate
the missing samples. Extensive experimental results on the
dataset have demonstrated competitive accuracy compared to
the state-of-the-art trackers.
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